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At McMullanODonnell we’ve been getting to know the needs of 
homeowners, builders and architects for 40 years. We are constantly 
refining and innovating our solutions to meet these changing needs.

Our windows and doors, which are designed and manufactured on site 
in Benburb, can be found in many homes throughout Ireland. 

Choose your windows, doors and hardware from one of our many 
ranges, or mix and match to suit your project - it’s your build, your 
way, with McMullanODonnell.
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Based in Co. Tyrone, McMullanODonnell are already a 
household name throughout Ireland.  All our products 
are manufactured to the stringent specifications 
demanded by today’s market.  We are aware of the 
different requirements of our customers and our 
windows and doors are designed and manufactured to 
the highest standards to suit all demands.

McMullanODonnell are developing constantly. This 
positive expansion is due to the company’s continuous 
focus on top quality products and a high level of 
customer service.  Our highly motivated employees 
ensure that customer service requirements and the 
com pany’s standards are met at all times. 

The company utilises the very latest developments 
in computer-aided ma chining and production to 
guarantee optimum precision. Our aim is to lead 
the market in all sectors. We focus on excellent 
craftsmanship, highly trained, customer orientated 
staff and continuous new product development. 

Whatever your reason for deciding to install new 
windows and doors - old ones that need replacing, 
giving your home a face-lift, extra comfort and 
security for the family, or  to lower en ergy ratings - 
you’ll find the answer in our wide range of products. 
We believe your decision reflects your individual 
lifestyle.  That’s why McMullanODonnell offer 
products to suit a wide range of requirements.

McMullanODonnell offer a range of windows and doors in both PVCu 
and aluminium, from casement to sliding sash windows, from moulded 
infill panel to composite doors, all supplied to provide excellence in 
performance, security, long life, reliability and low maintenance.
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PVCu - an ideal 
material to work with

McMullanODonnell’s success as a company is, in part, 
dependant on responsible environmental steward ship, 
including our approaches to natural resources, waste   
manage ment and recycling, energy efficiency, air and water 
emissions and indoor air quality.

McMullanODonnell’s employees are committed to ensuring 
that all company operations proactively comply with 
applicable environmental laws and regulations for the implicit 
purpose of protecting human health and the environment. 
McMullanODonnell’s employees are encour aged to identify 
opportunities for integrating environmentally favourable 
solutions into operations, in order to maximise the long term 
benefits of the products we manufacture. McMullanODonnell 
specialise in using the most modern PVCu material which 

provides important advantages both economically and 
ecologically. PVCu has an extremely long lifespan as it is 
particularly weatherproof and age resistant. In this context, 
PVCu provides decisive advantages beginning with 
environ mentally friendly production through to the most 
advanced manufacturing methods and energy saving 
process es helping to reduce the consumption of energy and 
water. There are no costs for repainting since the surface is 
mainte nance free.

Environmentally friendly processes are integral to McMullan 
ODonnell’s company philosophy - from production through to 
recycling. For it is particularly complex indus trial production 
methods that create the need but also the great opportunity 
to minimise damage to the environment.

Environmentalresponsibility
Ecological responsibility is a fundamental 
principle of McMullanODonnell. This is true 
not only with regard to the selection of raw 
materials and production methods but 
also with regard to the development of our 
products and our extensive recycling activities.
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WHITE BLACK CHROME
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Finishingtouches

It’s all in
the details

MONKEY TAIL
Also available in 
Bronze & Gold.

Add character 
to your home
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Whilst standard white finish was the original choice, 
coloured woodgrain finishes are now becoming 
extremely popular. Some of the more popular colour 
choices are shown below -  all are available in 
woodgrain finish. It is also possible to have differing 
colours externally and internally. Speak to your 
representative on all the options available. Woodgrain 
finishes are low maintenance with only the need to 
wipe with a damp cloth.
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Save money as you 
help the environment

A window’s energy performance has traditionally 
been stated in terms of its U-value. However, some 
manufacturers may quote the centre pane U-value, 
whilst others quote the whole window U-value so 
therefore the performance of different products 
may not be readily comparable. Energy ratings 
are a new simple system of making accurate 
comparisons between suppliers.

In recent years, glass technology has 
made great strides. It began as a way to 
save energy bills. Now it is also about 
saving the planet.

McMullanODonnell’s PVCu windows 
use soft coat Low ’E’ glass as standard 
to ensure you have the level of comfort 
and peace of mind you want from your 
windows. As well as saving money 
through reduced fossil fuel consumption 
it makes the air we all breathe a little 
more breathable.

Provide a simple easy method
for comparison of the overall 
energy performance of windows

Measure U-value, solar gain and 
air leakage

Are classified in bands A-G 
where A is the best

Are customer friendly, 
consumers are familiar with the 
system used on electrical goods

�

�

�
�

EnergyRatings

1.4
0.47
0.00

McMullan and 
O’Donnell Ltd.

+6

09/B096
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Triple Glazingmaking you feel 
warm inside

As homeowners face up to the realities of 
ever increasing fuel bills, triple glazing will 
become a progressively more important 
consideration for fabricators and installers.

Adding triple glazed windows to a property will improve 
its energy efficiency. McMullanODonnell’s triple glazed 
system incorporates a twin sealed unit and our custom 
designed bead co-ordinates with the contours of the 
sculptured profile.

A triple glazed standard specification window will 
allow you to achieve a U-value of 0.8, well ahead of the 
equivalent typical double glazed option of 1.4 for an A 
rated window.

The noise reduction benefits will vary depending on glass 
thickness and prevailing environmental conditions. 

The benefits
of triple glazing

The benefits
of triple glazing



Take a look 
throughour windows
Windows aren’t just part of your 
home’s framework. They can add 
light and life, warmth and beauty. 
By understanding the different 
types available and how they work, 
you can better match windows to 
your needs and your lifestyle. 
Versatile and elegant, our comprehensive 
window range is designed to suit any style of 
architecture. What’s more, we can tailor-make 
designs to reflect your personal taste and 
needs.

Relax in a home that’s warmer and quieter. 
Our high performance frames, quality 
double glazing, weather tight seals and multi 
chambered profiles ensure that heat loss is 
kept to a minimum.
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White

The dependable choice
for any background
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White Grain

A timeless classic
crafted for the modern home
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Cream Grain

For that softer
finishing touch
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Agate Grey

Cool neutral that’s
comfortable in any style
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As bold as
it is beautiful

Anthracite Grey
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Bog Oak

At home with modern
or traditional styles
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Light Oak

Combines rustic richness
with contemporary chic
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Mahogany/Rosewood

Rich in appearance
as the name implies
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The sliding sash window, often referred to as a 
‘Georgian window’, reflecting the period when this 
style reached the peak of popularity, is a classic 
window design.

Vertical 
Sliding
Sash
The traditional timber sliding sash 
window although aesthetically 
pleasing, had many inherent 
weaknesses. So it was no surprise 
that many saw the replacement of 
timber sliding sash windows with new 
PVCu versions as an easy choice.

It took the latest computer aided 3D 
design systems, plus considerable 
investment to achieve the necessary 
combination of a slim, but strong and 
durable, frame.

It has a timeless elegance and 
beautiful proportions which enhance 
the appearance of almost any home - 
period or modern, town or country.

It is one of the few windows that can 
be opened, for ventilation or easy 
cleaning, without obstructing the 
exterior, for example a pavement or 
walkway.

It is no wonder that the vertical 
sliding sash window has remained 
a favourite design with builders and 
homeowners for centuries.

Of course, it is not the least expensive 
window you can find.  Yet if you are a 
discerning householder, determined 
to reflect your standards, isn’t your 
home worth it?

If your home has listed building 
status, is in a conservation area, 
or covered by any other planning 
regulation or legal covenant, you 
should consult the appropriate 
authority to clarify the position before 
replacing your windows.
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Performance
and appeal

Beneath the surface ‘good looks’ of the vertical sliding 
sash window there are a host of design features to 
improve your window’s performance and appeal.

Vertical 
Sliding
Features

GLAZING
All windows are designed with low 
energy glazed sealed units.

BALANCES
All windows are supplied with the 
appropriate spring balance fully 
installed to match the weight and size 
of the sashes.

SAFETY
All sashes are fitted with travel 
restrictors as standard, which limit the 
distance the sash will open.

PERIOD DETAIL
Period details available include the 
decorative horn feature. Various colours 
are available for the hook lifts, ring 
pulls, locking system and security 
restrictors.

STYLES
All window styles can be produced 
including features such as arched head 
top sashes and bay windows. 

TILT OPTION
By making the most of modern designs 
and materials, the sliding sash window 
can be made so that either or both 

sashes have an optional ‘tilt inwards’ 
facility* incorporating stay arms for 
safe use.  This can help with ventilation 
and make cleaning much easier.

GLAZING BARS
To produce that aesthetic Georgian 
appearance, Neo glazing bars can be 
applied to the centre of the double 
glazed unit or, for the most authentic 
appearance, glazing bars can be added 
to both the inside and outside of the 
double glazed sealed unit.

*Subject to size and style restrictions

Optional deep bottom rail feature Sculpted bead and decorative horn

Both sashes tilting inwards

Thumb locking cam catch

Authentic Georgian bar effect

Security restrictor

Upstairs fire escape window option
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A choice of styles

VS-1 VS-2 VS-3

VS-4

VS-7 VS-8 VS-9

2

VS-5 VS-6
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A classic window
for a new era

Inspiration—Vertical Sliding Sash 
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Inspiration—
Vertical Sliding Sash 
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Inspiration—Bay/Bow Windows
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Bring your own 
individual touch

McMullanODonnell have many design options to 
make your windows distinctive.  Add character 
to your home with our wide variety of specially 
designed feature windows. Make them as 
individual as you are.

Angles, 
Arches &
Features

13
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Inspiration—Angles, Arches & Features
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Bring your own 
individual touch
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Inspiration—
Angles, Arches 
& Features
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For that special edge 
to your home

Bring beauty to your home inside and out with Georgian, 
Diamond or Gothic crystal cut or leaded glass. Ask our 
representative for further details. For that individual edge, 
our exciting decorative glass range will allow you to bring 
that very special touch to your home, inside and out.

Decorative 
& Feature
Glass

MinsterStippolyte CotswoldAutumn Taffeta

Backing Glass Satin Heritage

Restoration of decorative 
period leaded glass panels
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Sun 
Lounges
a place to sit 
and relax
When you add a sun lounge to 
your home, you will bring new 
dimensions to your lifestyle.  A sun 
lounge gives you an extra room, 
which you can use for whatever 
you choose - a den to relax in, a 
playroom for the children, a room for 
entertaining, or as a private retreat. 
Above all, a sun lounge will increase space and 
light, bring your garden closer and boost the 
value of your home quite significantly. 

At McMullanODonnell, we can design windows 
and doors in your sun lounge to complement 
your home, precisely to your instructions.  

Our craftsmanship, products, materials, 
manufacturing facilities and attention to detail 
will bring value to your home and enjoyment to 
your life.
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A place to sit
and relax
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Inspiration—Sun Lounges 37
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A place to sit
and relax

Take a 
walkthrough our 
doors
Whether you need extra privacy, 
streaming light, or something in 
between, the type of doors you 
choose for your home can make a 
big difference to the way you live.
An entry door should be strong and solid, but 
should also integrate beautifully and seamlessly 
with the look and feel of your home. Our range of 
entry doors brings together the best in modern 
and traditional designs with the latest trends and 
technology. 

All our doors are designed and constructed to be 
tough and endure the worst that Ireland’s weather 
can throw at them. With the correct maintenance, 
your door will keep the same beautiful look for 
years to come.  

Our range includes an extensive variety of 
designs, finishes and complementary fixtures. The 
possibilities are almost limitless. We hope it’ll fire 
up your imagination. If you need more help, just 
ask us - we’re here to help.
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Want to enjoy the feeling of more space, without the 
headache of extra build ing work?  Want to bring more 
sunshine into your life? The answer could be in the 
selection of doors including French, Patio or Lift and Slide.

As with all McMullanODonnell products, quality is the hallmark of our doors.  
Insulation, strength and security are not sacrificed even in glass units of this 
scale and are fitted with special safety glass, as standard. You’ll be pleasantly 
surprised to see how easy it is to improve your quality of life. 

With the minimum of effort everything suddenly appears bigger and brighter. 
The garden becomes an extension to your home, and not only in the spring and 
summer.

Patio, 
French & 
Lift & SlideDoors
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Everyday’s a pleasure
- all year round!

1 2 3

4 5

7 8

9 10
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Our entrance doors are available in a wide selection of 
styles and colours. Entrance doors are all individually 
made to your design and specification and to the highest 
standards possible.

Standard 
Panel
Doors

T H E R M A L L Y  B R O K E N 
L O W  T H R E S H O L D 
High quality aluminium low 
safety threshold.

HIGH SECURITY
FULLY KEY CONTROLLED ACTION

Our entrance door comes with security 
built-in. Every door comes with a 6 pin high 
security cylinder bump pick and snap, that 
offers a key operated cam with a maximum 
of 50,000 combinations.

This high performance lock offers two 
high tensile steel hook dead bolts and 
four rollers, where it can be fitted in and 
an extremely strong high tensile steel 
deadlock.

MULTI-POINT LEVER
OPERATED HOOK LOCK

W H I T E B L A C K C H R O M E

B R O N Z E G R A P H  I T E

Door 
Handle
Finishes

G O L D
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Door Style Choices

D1 D2 D3 D4 Tilt & Turn D5 D6

D7 D8 D9

D11

Brantry

Cadian Benburb

Drumflugh

Maydown

Dublin

Moyard

Lisduff

Blackwater

Stable

D10
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Based on the same Monocoque 
construction that was developed to 
make racing cars both strong and light, 
the Commodore is a rugged performer 
designed to withstand the most 
determined attacker.

At the heart of every Commodore is a 
reinforced internal frame combin ing 
9mm composite with a high density core 
material to resist physi cal attack as well 
as keeping heat in and noise out. Bonded 
to this is an attractive, scratch resistant 
ABS skin to ensure the Commodore has 
great looks to match its strength.

Add to this a high-integrity, multi point 
locking system and you have a door 
that is a serious problem for the most 
determined intruder.

The Commodore may be a heavy weight 
performer but it still retains a light and 
easy feel in everyday use – and it will stay 
that way for many years to come.

Choose the Commodore and you can be 
sure to keep out more than intruders.

Its unique con struction ensures a higher 
level of both heat and sound insulation 
than any conventional timber or PVCu 
door. Its fully rebated edge with double 
weather seals keeps out rain and 
draughts too.

If you are looking for the 
ultimate in home security 
without compromising on 
good looks, then look no 
further than the Commodore 
composite door.

Commodore
Composite
Doors
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Georgian Solid

T&G Solid

Palermo Solid Palermo 2

Joyce Edinburgh

Sunbeam 2Sunbeam 1Santiago

Georgian 2

T&G 1

Cairo
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London

DublinSan Marco 2

Paris

Giza

San Marco Solid

Naples

Seville

Step 
intothe range

Rome
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Finishing touches
With an array of beautifully designed traditional 
door and window hardware in a perfectly matching 
range of finishes, you can be as creative as your 
heart desires.

Available finishes
Speak to a Sales 
Representative 
for all available 
finishes. 

MW
Matt White

PG
Polished Gold

FB
Florentine Bronze

CP
Chrome Plated

G
Graphite

MB
Matt Black

Doctors
knocker

Large Plain knobContour knob

Ring
knocker

Horse Tail
knocker

Letter plate

Small Contour knob

58
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McMullanODonnell are leading specialists in 
the design, manufacture and installation of high 
performance, architectural aluminium systems.

Architectural
Aluminium Systems
Working with leading contractors we offer single source 
responsibility for the delivery of aluminium windows, 
curtain walling, doors and associated products. 
McMullanODonnell have a wealth of experience and 
product selection knowledge,with a proven ability to 
deliver to time, cost and safety demands.

Newry Leisure Centre

Down Leisure Centre

Our extensive product range will satisfy and exceed most 
requirements and can provide you with a truly bespoke so lution.  
Aesthetic appeal goes hand in hand with technical reliability and 
flexible application. Most importantly our systems fulfil the latest 
energy performance requirements and comply with the standards 
set by the centre for win dow and cladding technology (cwct).
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Castle Tower School, Ballymena

St. Patrick’s AcademySchool, Dungannon

Architectural
Aluminium Systems
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CDE Global Ltd, Cookstown
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Blossom Children & Young People’s Centre, Craigavon

Translink Rail Station, Portadown

Architectural
Aluminium Systems
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LCC Group Ltd., Cookstown

Commercial Office Building, Appleton
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COSTA Coffee, Dungannon

Quinn Electrical, Coalisland

Architectural
Aluminium Systems
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McCullagh’s SPAR, Omagh

Daly’s SPAR, Eglish

Currans SPAR, Armagh
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HSE Offices, Kells, Co. Meath

Colaiste Iriall, Monaghan

Architectural
Aluminium Systems
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As specialists in the window and door 
industry McMullanODonnell have always 
been committed to investing in state-of-
the-art production machinery. 

Peace of mindfor the customer

Investing in 
state-of-the-art machinery

After identifying the need to take a proactive approach to 
develop and enhance our windows by focusing on energy 
efficiency, the company invested in a new IGIS Sealed Unit Line 
and Cooltemper Toughening Plant to give us complete control 
over the manufacturing process. 

This facility pro vides McMullanODonnell with the ability to 
deliver the most energy efficient, environmentally friendly 
solution to our customers. The company manufactures sealed 
units in-house using glass that is the most energy efficient 
low-E glazing product available under the window energy rating 
scheme. The insulated sealed units and toughening prod ucts 
are manufactured in strict accordance with BS EN 1279 and 
BS EN 12150.

To achieve this standard our prod ucts have been independently 
evaluated to ensure that they conform to the stated standards 
and our quality system is assessed to ensure we can produce 
products to the stan dard required. Not only do our products 
and systems un dergo rigorous initial assessments but they are 
subjected to follow-up independent audit testing on an ongoing 
basis. 

The use of such cutting edge machinery ensures 
McMullanODonnell are able to manufacture an energy efficient 
sealed unit that compares favourably with any other product 
currently available in today’s market.  It gives us complete control 
of the overall finished product, which in turn means we can meet 
the stringent expectations of our customers on time, every time. 
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Copyright Information
The text, information, and images contained within these pages are © copyright to McMullan & O’Donnell Ltd and must not 
be copied, reproduced (either in part or entirely), or published (either in original or adjusted form), or used in any printed, 
transmitted, or electronic media without written consent from McMullan & O’Donnell Ltd.



info@mcmullanodonnell.com  |  mcmullanodonnell.com

Our door is always open...
You are welcome to visit our extensive showrooms where a 
wide selection of windows and doors are on display   
Monday - Friday: 8am - 5pm / Saturday: 9am - 12.30pm

Head Office: 
McMullan & ODonnell Ltd. 101 Drumflugh Road Benburb Co. Tyrone BT71  7LF
T 028 3754 8791

Sligo Office: 
No. 7 Block 1 Toberbride Business Park Collooney Co. Sligo
T +353 (0) 719130004  M +353 (0) 872251337

Dublin Office: 
M +353 (0) 877386291


